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1

Introduction

Stockholm has written out a competition to tackle four items in a pilot area Arsta:
1. Detect and identify parked vehicles
2. Provide information about available parking space
3. Identify parking discrepancies
4. Digitize parking restrictions
By writing up and presenting a plan, Brickyard was selected as one of two to continue to the next
phase and show in practice that the presented plan would succeed.

2

What was the plan

Brickyard planned to drive with a scan vehicle with infrared and full colour camera’s through arsta. With
incredibly accurate GPS location plotting Brickyard planned to plot all seen licence plates; of parked
vehicle, moving or otherwise. By having drawn in all parking areas, the Brickyard Back-office knows
what to do with the read licence plate; check parking rights, mark as parking offender, or discard as
vehicle participating in traffic.
2.1

Detect and identify parked vehicles

With the Scan vehicle all vehicles will be detected and in the brickyard back office the parked cars will
be filtered out and identified efficiently.
2.2

Provide information about available parking space

Brickyard works together with former company Parkeon for a smartphone application to depict the
parking probability. The algorithm input to this application would consist out of data from the company
Cale. Their Web Office would provide the sold tickets to the Parkeon application Path to Park. By
‘coincidence’ these two companies would merge during this project into one company: Flowbird.
After driving with the ScanVehicle the percentage of drivers that usually pay their parking fee, the
willingness to pay, is known. Therefore, the amount of additional cars, the violators that did not pay for
their parking rights, that are parked in the zone is known.
Also the percentage of cars with permits is known after scanning all cars with the ScanGenius. By
driving on different hours and different days, the accurate statistics of different situations is known.
The algorithm that Brickyard will develop will, without any additional hardware and its subsequent
costs, predict with stunning accuracy the parking density and occupancy.
2.2.1 Path to park:
Thanks to powerful statistical calculations, Path to Park predicts and finds the least crowded areas
around you, bringing you there nice and dry. The application proposes the optimal routes, in a neutral
Path, according to the roads with the highest chances of finding a spot. You will then know that you
are on the right track. All you need to do afterwards is to let yourself be guided and then choose your
spot.
2.3

Identify parking discrepancies

With the Brickyard Scan vehicle licence plates are seen and scanned in the Brickyard back office the
parking offenders, vehicles parked in non-parking areas are automatically identified.
2.4

Digitize parking restrictions

In the Brickyard back office software areas can be identified as violation areas. When a car is spotted
in this area it is immediately marked as a suspect. This method can be used at, among others,
building exits or near fire hydrants. Near intersections or at other places where cars are not allowed to
park a solution with machine learning with human interaction is embraced.
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3
3.1

What existing technology is used
The hardware

3.1.1 The ANPR camera’s
The ANPR software in the vehicle is deployed on specifically developed hardware. This software
converts the characters on the license plate images into digital text. The ANPR software recognizes
and converts pictures of license plates on vehicles parked near the scan vehicle. Each recognition
result is provided with a confidence number to enable automatic processing of the results. Additionally,
it allows for an assessment of the percentage of correctly recognized number plates. The ScanGenius
system uses multiple dual sensor ANPR high-resolution cameras, these ANPR cameras scan an area
between 0.7 and 5 meters around the scanning vehicle. The ScanGenius system is equipped with a
total of six dual sensor cameras for number plate recognition. Each camera has a different viewing
angle, both forwards and backwards. This creates reading redundancy for parallel, perpendicularly
and diagonally parked cars. This both optimizes the amount of recognized number plates and reduces
the amount of incorrect readings.
A parallel parked car will alPaths have to park and unpark. Even if it is parked close to other cars,
there will be enough space either on the front or the back to see at least one number plate. With the
cameras of the ScanGenius pointing in multiple directions, one of the cameras will alPaths be able to
read the number plate.
3.1.2 The ANPR computing
The consolidation system in the scan vehicle combines the readings from the cameras to a final result
for each parked vehicle. The position of the vehicle is computed based on the multiple readings -as
e.g. front and rear- and position information of the scan vehicle. This computation delivers accuracy
figures as well, which are added to the results. Combining these results vastly improves the
performance and accuracy of number plate recognition.
All data (ANPR results, image data and position information) is stored locally in this subsystem and
available on request. This data is removed automatically after a configurable time period as required
by privacy regulations.
The communication system sends each final result via a push-message to the Back Office. It uses a
3/4G wireless connection. On temporary connection downtimes, the messages are kept and stored
locally, and are sent out as soon as a connection is available again. For interfacing with the Back
Office an XML-based protocol is used. Also, the status information of the scanning vehicle is
continuously transferred to the Back Office Scan Equipment and available on request. This includes
the overall status of the system, the status of each component and the actual position and speed of
the scan vehicle.
3.1.3

GNSS/INS subsystem

The GNSS/INS subsystem for an accurate location monitoring is being used to distinguish if the
scanned vehicle is parked in the parking bay or on the road. At the same time the accurate location
monitoring provides an estimated speed of the scanned vehicle. The GNSS/INS subsystem is
available in two different versions. The difference between these systems are the accuracy of the
location.
Through use of a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) supplies an supremely accurate location.
The GNSS receives position signals from two world-wide satellite networks, the GPS and GLONASS
systems. With these complementing signals, a high accuracy, coverage and reliability are guaranteed.
Even if the GPS is less reliable or not available at all, the GLONASS system will complement or
replace it. Since GPS is quite well-known, the GNSS will be further referred to as GPS.
In case of a lost GPS signal due to, for example, a viaduct, high buildings or an unreliable satellite
signal, the ScanGenius will use the motion of the car to determine the current location. The so-called
‘Inertial Navigation System’, or INS, utilizes gyroscopes and accelerometers to measure direction,
speed and acceleration of the car. Based on the last known location, this data is used to determine the
current position. The accuracy of this system slightly degrades with long-term use, thus it is only
utilized until the GPS signal is restored.
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A correction signal from a fixed base GPS station is used to correct the atmospheric distortions in the
GPS signal. The basestations serves as a reference station and uses a form of “Differential Global
Positioning System”. The basestation is regulary consulted through the 3G/4G connection.
3.2

The software

The software infrastructure was present and available. However to accommodate for the requests in
the innovation project new algorithms and API’s needed to be developed. This can be read in the
chapter Development fase 1.
3.2.1

Software infrastructure

The Brickyard solution is a centralized software system in which specific programs cooperate and
mutually exchange information. A complete unified software environment that transforms raw data into
relevant information. Software that processes open data streams and combines the information and
presents through smart links to external sources. Brickyard is the platform where all developments
regarding the digitization of the parking and mobility market come together to deliver output in the form
of integral management reports that support policy decisions and ‘information-driven’ enforcement.
Brickyard is a SaaS solution. We offer the system as an online service. Instead of having to purchase
the software, you sign a contract for a set period of time. We take care of the installation, maintenance
and management, while you access the software via the internet. This allows us to optimize our
service and delivery, shorten our response time and relieve you of as much stress as possible.

4

Expectations

Brickyard entered this contest to be able to jointly (city and brickyard) develop our system further to
the needs of tomorrow. We were expecting to be benchmark to the other party and to be able to
discuss new features and possibilities and to have discussions with the city of the technology and the
implementation.
With this in mind we could use the lessons learned and the programmed function to be more
competitive in Sweden and other countries / markets.
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5

Development

To be able to start for the project several items had to be customised and developed.
5.1

API

5.1.1 PARIS
The first development was in an API. Stockholm has its own hub for parking rights called PARIS.
Through this hub several other Parking right providers are asked for a parking right of a scanned
vehicle. Due to the hub only this API was needed to request parking rights. Below a schematic
overview of the process and the position of the databases.

5.1.2 Flowbird CWO
To find the parking availability and density Brickyard made an API to CWO, Cale web office. This is
the websystem where Cale, now Flowbird, stores all the parking rights of their P&D machines.
With this API we were able to know how many tickets were sold in the Arsta area.
5.2

Algorithm

5.2.1 Place to park
An algorithm to see empty parking places had to be developed. An ANPR scanvehicle only sees
licenseplates and therefor only parking density and not availability.
For this we calculated the capacity minus the scanned cars. This would give us an actual, live
occupancy and availability.
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an additional algorithm was needed to predict parking probability. This is calculated by knowing the
Cale P&D sold tickets and by historic scan data knowing the willingness to pay. This is depicted
below.

Capacity

Free

Free
Fines, MPP’s &
Permits
Cale

In black the sold Cale tickets are known.
The willingness to pay is known by scanning frequently. This is the red line.
The maximum capacity is calculated, this algorithm is explained in chapter Capacity.
the ‘Free’ or available parking
5.2.2 Total capacity
To understand the total capacity of a street, region or just a partial street we had two options in our
opinion.
1. The fixed Path
Take the length of the parking shape and devide by 6.
2. The variable Path
It is possible that in one area the cars are smaller than in another. Or that the full length is
never used due to obstacles. With this option the scan car counts the vehicles per shape and
will use the maximum amount of scanned cars as maximum capacity. When, in another run,
more licence plates are seen, therefor more vehicles are seen in the shape, the maximum
capacity is updated again.
We chose for the second option. But adapted this through the project. The adaptations can be read in
chapter adjustments.
5.2.3 Path to park
To be able to present the information in a good manner an app had to be developed. For this app we
chose to partner with Flowbird. They had the resources, opportunity and business model to invest in
the app Path to park.

6

Preparations

After development the preparations could start to customise the software and hardware for the
innovation project.
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6.1

Draw shapefiles

The brickyard expert and consultant has taken the information from Stockholm and transferred this
into useable shapefiles.

6.2

Plan the route

All shapes should be checked by the car in the most efficient Path. Preferably with less kilometres
driven than in less time, however, for the data collection the preferred route would be driven within an
hour. Due to safety a right turn was favourable over a left turn.

6.3

Prepare the car

The ScanVehicle is a prepared car. A lot of hardware needs to be built on top and into the car.
Therefor a rental in Sweden is not possible. A Dutch brickyard Scan car was driven to Stockholm. To
notify the citizens of Stockholm / Arsta of the presence and purpose of the car the car was equipped
with logos of Brickyard, Stockholm and the downloadable app, Path to Park.
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The Scanners of the car tend to send out full pictures of the photographed cars. As seen below
6.3.1 Selecting camera’s
In Sweden, however, this was not preferred due to local concerns. Although the images are fully
GDPR proof. During the runs only license plates were photographed as depicted below.

In other cases the Back office and the Scan vehicle are configured to send many more pictures. This
is to ensure that authorised enforcers can see more of the surrounding conditions of the violation.
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Below is an example of a back office with pictures. The back office is fully GDPR compliant when only
viewed by authorised enforcers and management.
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The scanners also have an option for panoramic pictures. That way enforcers can see the
surroundings and have a feeling of the situation. In the below examples the subject vehicle is the
same as above, the white Renault. 3 pictures before and after the vehicle are taken.
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6.4

Building the back office and BlueBrick smart application

Applications have configured the Brickyard back-office for Stockholm including all report functions and
the enforcement options.






7

Configure the Back office with all functions and options.
Translate the offence codes into Swedish according to the CSV protocol.
Configure and install the BlueBrick enforcement application on a mobile phone.
Test and create a ticket through the Back-office and the application
Build a printer template.

Pre run

Before the first week driving, Brickyard wanted to make sure that all functions would work correctly.
From the scan vehicle and identification of licence plates to the parking predicting algorithm and
application. The week before the kick-off, Brickyard, Flowbird France (Former Parkeon) and Flowbird
Sweden (Former Cale) were to be found driving, talking, walking, testing, laughing and crying in Arsta.
7.1

Adjusting route

Due to the many building projects and unforeseen road works, the route had to be adjusted during the
first test runs.
One road was a one Path street, but the sign was only visible halfPath through the week when a team
of road workers had turned, or (re)placed the sign. The route was adjusted for this as well.
Below the street where we based our information on

7.2

Tweaking settings

In the pre-run it was seen that the confidence level was disappointing. The confidence level is the
accuracy of the machine read license plates by the OCR software. During the tweaking to Swedish
conditions it was found out that ‘normal’, not customised Swedish license plates do not contain an ‘I’or
diakrites. By programming this unlikability into the programme the confidence level went up
impressively.
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8
8.1

Works during the driving
Detect and identify parked vehicles

All vehicles seen by the Scanvehicle are detected. The GPS coordinates of the vehicles are compared
with the drawn in shape files of the parking areas. The vehicles that are found in a parking area is
identified.
Below a plot of all detected vehicles. Visualised how vehicles are seen in shape (parking area) or
outside.

Below an anonymised identification of a vehicle found in a parking area.
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8.2

Provide information about available parking space

The following information is taken from the scan vehicle, anonymised, and used for reporting on
available parking places. Known as ‘Place to Park’.


















hashed_license_plate
country_code
accuracy
observation_type
observed_at
observed_at_local
exempt
scancar_latitude
scancar_longitude
latitude_sd
longitude_sd
pdop
vehicle_latitude
vehicle_longitude
vlak_id
scancar_violation
result_description

This information is sent to Flowbird to calibrate the application Path to Park. By calibrating the
application, the app becomes more accurate over time. The app learns where it was wrong it is
prediction.
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8.2.1 Place to park
For reporting purposes and checking the correctness of the scan vehicle, the information is plotted on
a map as can be seen below on the examples.
In these maps the following is depicted:
All parking shapes from the data of Stockholm city is taken. At any given time the Scan vehicle
calculates the available spaces in percentage of the maximum number in the shape file.
<50% occupied
50%> <60%
60%> <70%
70%> <80%
>80%

=
=
=
=
=

bright green
green
orange
red
deep red

8.2.2

Weekdays: 0800 to 0859

8.2.3

Weekdays: 1100 to 1159
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8.3

Identify parking discrepancies

Above is a schematic description of the identification of parking discrepancies.
On the left the input of the Scan vehicle is seen together with the follow-up of the found discrepancies.
In the middle is the intelligence; The Brickyard back office. The Brickyard back office collects,
translates and puts together all information. From here the Reports, some shown in this report, are
made.
On the right the Stockholm Hub PARIS is seen with the input to this Hub.
The scancar sends all found vehicles to Brickyard, this back office checks with the GEO data whether
the scan is of interest (within a parking area), Brickyard asks PARIS for the valid parking rights. If this
is a YES, all data is anonymised. If it is a NO, the data is send to the follow up enforcers.
Below a depiction of the process when a parking violator is found.
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From the collected data about violators among the following data can be reported:
8.3.1

Willingness to pay

Below are all scanned license plates shown within parking area’s on the 29th of May. By checking the
license plates against the PARIS hub a willingness to pay of 80% is found. This is most likely lower
than what we will find in the next driving round because the rights check with PARIS had some hic ups
with non-Swedish license plates. This issue is solved now by Brickyard and Stockholm kommun.
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8.3.2 Willingness to pay Heatmap
Below can be seen where more suspects are found on average.

This also be done on a time base (average) together with ‘place to park’
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8.4

Digitize parking restrictions

The Scan vehicle detects every car, regardless of the speed, or location. Through the GPS and the
shapefiles the Scan vehicle knows whether the car is parked in a parking area or not.
This ‘NOT’ is important in the identification of parking offences.
In every city and neighbourhood there are certain ‘hot spots’. Places likely for parking offences. These
are the important place to tell the Scanners to signal an enforces when a vehicle is found. At other
places that are not hotspots it is very likely a car was either driving or for example loading and
unloading. Present in the spot, but not an offender.
By driving around the neighbourhood data is collected to inform about the hotspots. All the detected
vehicles outside of a parking area, but in proximity of one, is plotted. Deleted from this map are the
locations where only once a vehicle was found within a 1m radius.
The remaining areas could be so called hot spots and are checked on street view. If needed they
drawn in with the appropriate offence code.
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Above pictures show the possibilities of the data viewed this Path, but Brickyard found out that due to
many off street parking area’s a lot pollution in the data is found. Therefore it is necessary to find other
Paths to get parking offences.
One of the Paths that can be used is to use the Stockholm data of e.g. side walks and draw this in in
the shape files. This will be tested in the second driving week.
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9

Adjustments

Driving around and getting the reports from our efforts in the Stockholm area we found out that the
initial development and choices needed some tweaking and updating.
9.1

Scancar hardware

In our efforts to be environmental conscious we preferred to use an electric vehicle instead of a fuel
powered one. Unfortunately, this was not possible due to the travelling distance to and from
Amsterdam – Stockholm. However, in Flowbird we found a good partner and they were willing to
invest in a hybrid scan vehicle. This car we used for the remainder of the project.

9.2

Shapefile

While driving it becomes clear that not every part of the area was rightly drawn in and that the data
delivered by Stockholm needed adjustments. By reviewing the scans an plotting them in a map it
becomes visible where the parking shapes needed adjustments for parking shapes and illegal parking
areas. During the joint test run in Kungsholmen it was clear what the impact of the shapefiles is. By
Stockholm cities own data interpretation it was seen that Brickyard improved even further after slightly
changing the shapes delivered by Stockholm city.
9.3

Algorithm

9.3.1 Total capacity
The choice to go or a flexible maximum capacity has had a lot of impact and gave us much insight in
how the parking was organised. However, when a strip was never full and there would alPaths be
parking availability the developed algorithm would not catch up on that. Therefor a hybrid version was
looked into.
In the test area we have not found a strip with alPaths excess parking availability and could therefore
not test it to our satisfaction. We will continue to test it in other occasions to improve this algorithm.
9.3.2 API Paris
The API with the database of Paris had suddenly changed and we had to update our API. This was an
unfortunate event where we lost a lot of data and hours to check the problems. We have developed a
better alert tool to help us in finding out these issues earlier. This will be implemented in September in
a pilot.
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9.3.3 Chain Control
By taking the alert and control on issues in the chain a step further we have developed a process called chain Control. With this process we will be able
to identify very quickly where issues in the parking chain arise.
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9.4.1 Path to park
A lot of effort was invested to upgrade Path to park. Besides changes in user interface changes were
made in the following:
Off street parking
Off street parking garages were added to the database to show parking possibility and availability
there as well. The data comes directly from an API made with a database that gets this information
from most (not all) parking operators.
Automatic calibration
Path to Park gets data from several API’s as explained in the chapter development. However the
calibration with maximum parking capacity and willingness to pay needs to be done by the scancar.
This process was improved and further automatized with a live function. The live function was not
available yet for testing in Stockholm.
Shapefiles
The application used different sources of parking shapes than the scanar, however it was found that
the software used a less accurate form for illegal parking. The shapefiles tailored by Brickyard were
more accurate and are now used and updated during calibration processes.

10 Scalability
For Brickyard this contest was important to be able to use the developed technology in other (larger)
area’s as well. Especially because the demo area was rather small. Therefor everything developed
had to be developed with in mind that the next area was different and might be larger. Therefore we
liked that for some time the scanning could be done in different area’s in Stockholm to stress the tests.
The algorithms and especially the predictive occupancy rely on a lot of data on different occasions and
different times from the same area. This means that a scan car needs to drive a lot through the
neighbourhood. With all our customers we see that when a scan car is purchased the all streets are
covered several times a day for enforcement on parking. The same time the data can be used for the
predictive occupancy ratings. Due to this, anywhere we have scan cars deployed, be it big cities like
Rotterdam or smaller like Tilburg, the software for all tested and developed functions works great.

11 Retrospective
This innovation contest has helped us with the development of our software and to gain more insight
in some reporting algorithms. Through this project we realised how important the reporting is and will
be therefor we have continued our course on this and hired more analytical people for the reporting
and algorithms.
In the chapter expectations can be read that we looked forward to discussions with the other
participant and with the city to jointly go further. This could have been better and in this we would have
liked to have a more jointly competition. Sometimes it seemed that Brickyard was there alone and the
involvement of the city was minimal. We would have enjoyed putting more effort into the competition if
there was more interaction and collaboration or competition between the participants and the city.
The frequency of the meetings could be increased and the openness of information should be higher.
The set- up however was done well. The area chosen was good and the details were clear. When the
join test run was done it was also well executed.
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12 Needed Hardware and Software
To combine enforcement and mobility data as used in the demo it is important that the scanvehicle
has incredible GPS. With this it is possible to plot the vehicles where they actually are and not a meter
further. The quality of the data is strongly tight with the accuracy of the GPS. Also Cars parked in
private places and drives ways should be ignored while scanning. Only by knowing the car is on
private property can it be ignored.
With the right scan car and software solution it is possible to combine a lot of data and have
impressive mobility reports. Much more than only parking occupancy can be measured. Besides
collecting anonymous data, efficient enforcement can be done for unpaid parking and illegal parking.
To do this efficient and safe a car should be able to scan both sides of a street without any
intervention of the driver. The driver’s sole duty should be to drive safely and keep the attention on the
road. Switching camera’s on or off to prevent pollution of data should not be a driver’s tasks. With the
right combination of software and hardware the software can do this itself.
It could be wise to have suggested routes for a driver so that all streets are covered in the right way
and at the right time. A conventional navigation system is not able to do this since it has waypoints. A
scan vehicle suggested route shows the most efficient way to scan a city or neighbourhood, but when
the driver decides to take a different route because of blocked roads (by unloading trucks for example)
a route suggestion will immediately adjust to a new efficient route. A navigation system will continue to
point towards the impossible to reach way point.
Combining data with the routing software it is possible to suggest routes and areas where the
willingness to pay for parking, or illegal parking is the highest. Sorted by day and time. This way
efficiency goes up further.
Mobility and enforcement systems are complex systems and much lays into details, training and good
guidance. The last is often overlooked and not taken into account or budgeted for. A solution and
company with good references is more often able to help in a shorter time span than others. A budget
friendly option can lead to the most expensive solution.
Due to the importance of assistance and intensive contact it could be wise to ask for a company with
physical representation in Scandinavia. However, by selecting a company with international presence
experience with other processes and rules can be shared. Advantage of this is that out of the box
solutions might pop up. Next to this we see that customers with a drive to work with the technology
and find the borders of the regulations to use it plus to willingness lobby for law changes where
applicable, are most happy with the outcome of the solutions.
With all this in mind the supplier of the system should supply a good working system, the city should
supply the clear KPI’s and time. With these solutions it is important that the supplier and the city see it
as a partnership and not only a supplier / customer relationship. The right knowledge, time and people
should be available from both sides.
In hardware terms, the city should consider to locally buy items that are not core business of the
ANPR hardware supplier. This includes the car itself and smartphones / tablets / printers that are used
for the solution.
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